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Today Canadians enter the first full week of the '
1960ts--and I have thought it would be appropriate to give you
a first-hand report of the part Canada is playing in the great
international meetings which are such a feature of the
fast-developirig world scene ; then, to speak briefly of our
special relationship to other international groups and to certain
individual countries .

As businessmen you will recognize that international
affairs are not something remote--to be left to political
leaders .in London, Washington, paris, Moscow and Ottawa--but
rather that they have a direct and profound effect on every
Capadian ; in factlunless there are peaceful stable conditions
throughout the world, Canada will be one of the countrie s
to suffer most because of her dependence on export trade .

The great powers, with their large populations and
stable internal markets are, in large measure, insulated against
the economic consequences of world tension .

That is one reason why Canada not only must play her
full part in international affairs but also must seek constantly
to givé leadership in building the kind of world society in
which we can develop our country within the framework of an
expanding world economy .

And make no mistake about it, Canada has an importhnt
part to play . In fact, for no nation is there a greater
challenge in world affairs today or a greater opportunity for
leadership than there is for Canada . Now, why do I say that?
Let me illustrate my point by getting back to the great inter-
national meetings of our present day .

Our-participation in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization

I begin with a report on the important meetings of
NATO which I attended ih paris less than three weeks ago .
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I need not e :l.abo.rai:c for you the rcason; for setting
P this fifteon-nation cola.ectivc secur:i_i:.y organization ,

a ticipation in which forms such an important part of Canada ' s
~ eign policy . The main one was that no state, howevcr ,

rful . can guarantee its secur:i.ty in the nuclear age by
ional action-alone . Since its inception, over ten years

g NATO has brought to all. its members ----larp,e, medium and
in 11--a high degree of security in the face of a serious Soviet
litary challenge--and that continues to be the function of the

I1.iance .

I
I think the fact which emerged most clearly at th e

épent meeting of NATO was that the nature of the Sovie t
~ llenge was in the process of change, that we are enterin g
n a new phase of international relations in which, while the

h eat of war may well recede, competitive co-éxistence in the
cnomic and ideological spheres will continue unabated . These
e,tcircumstances pose problems for NATO no less demanding than
h threat of open aggression which first led to the creatio n
f the Alliance--and they will require certain adjustment s
NATO activities .

I came away from Paris convinced that all member
ia~tions realize this fact--and convinced also that there is a
e feeling of mutual confidence which will enable the alliance
meet this new challenge . That spirit of inter-dependence
vital and to maintain and strengthen it calls for the fullest

onsultation at NATO meetings on all matters which significantly
i fect the Alliance .

It was for this reason that, when I addressed the
rmanent Counci7. in paris last October, I urged that th e
cember Ministerial Meeting, which was to coincide'with the
eting of the Heads of Government of the United Kingdom, the

7 ited States, France and West Germany, should be so arranged
a to allow for consultation with the other NATO members both

fore and after the Western summit meeting .

As you know, this suggestion was adopted with the
sult that the three powers who will represent the I-Test at the
mmit talks with the Soviet Union not only had the benefit
the views of the Alliance as a whole prior to the 'Western
mmit meeting in paris but were able to review their tentative
nclusions with the other NATO partners in the meeting which
llowed on December 22 . I can assure you that this was no
rfunctory reporting on conclusions already reached . Indeed
produced one of the best spontaneous discussions of East-
st problems that NATO har, ever known .

Out of it emerged decisions which I am confident will
sure a cohesive approach by the t-lest to summit talks with

~Ledge
d e Soviet Union . In the first place, the great powers are now
not to adopt final positions on items to be discusse d

the summit without first submitting their tentative conclusions



for the approval of the Nox•th Atlantic Cotinc.i.l . Ûccond.ly, it

1.1as decided to set up a scr :i es of work.ing. groups -writ'hin the
NATO Council to assist the major powers in preparing, 'their
negotiating positions . Tkru. :- 1,1e . t Germany will be part of the
working group on uratters to do with Berlin and the z°e-unification
of Gormany ; and Canada and Italy will simila,rly form part o f
the working group to prepare positions on disarmament . There
is no reason why additional working groups cannot be constituted
as necessary to deal with other topics at the East-Wc .st summit .

This means in a very real sen se that . NATO as a whole
will have a sense of participation at the summit through the
association of some of its members with the preparations for
specific topics .

MFmbership in the Ten-p ower Disarmament Committee '

For Canada, participation in a working group on
disarmament means an additional responsibility, but it is one
which we accept readily . It was a logical development, because
last September we were suggested by the foreign ministers of the
United Kingdom, the United States, France and the Soviet Union,
meeting at Ganeva, as one of the members of a ten-power
East-West negotiating group on disarmament . This Committee,
you will recall, consists on the Western side of Canada, France,
Ita1y, the United Kingdom and the United States, and on the
Eastern side of Bülgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Roumania and
the Soviet Union . Although not a United Nations agency, its
creation was favourably noted by the recent United Nations
General Assembly and it is to keep in close touch with th

e United Nations. On this ten-power group the main responsibility
will rest for devising, negotiating and ultimately implementing
a practical programme of controlled, phased disarmament . In
effect it carries the hope of all nations for world peace .

As you will see the recent NATO decision to make the
five Western members of that committee also a working group
for preparations on disarmament questions for 'the East-West
simply gave the group a dual function . It is, however,
unlikely that anything more than directives or general-_guidance
will come from the East-t•Jest summit on disarmament questions .
The real work will take place in the ten-power group . The
Ca:iadian Government attaches great importance to the work of
this Committee and for this reason such a distinguished Canadian
public servant as Lieutenant-General E .L .M . Burns, until
reccntly .Commander of UNEF, has been appointed to represent
Canada on the Committee .

Stops were taken in the course of the recent Paris
meetings to got the work of this ten-power committee under way .
Taking advantage of their presence in Paris for the NATO meeting,
the foreign ministers of the Western five met on December 20
to discus ., preparatory arrangements . At that meeting "M
took two decisions : first, to get Western preparations under



way as quickly as possible by setting January 18 as thc date for
~ preliminary meeting in Washington and January 2 5 as the
date on which the Western 'team of five countries would begin
heir actual work ; secondly, we delegated to the Government of
ânce the task of approaching the five Eastern members o f
he Disarmament Committee with a proposal to have the full
ommittee meet in Geneva on or about March 15 . On December 28
lie Sovict Ambassador in Ottawa delivered a note agreeing to
he Western proposal .

The fact that the East-West discussions on disarmament
re to commence at a relatively early date is most gratifyin g
o the Canadian Government, which has consistently urged that
elays be avoided lest the momentum which had developed on both

Aides in favour of disarmament be lost :,. The new negotiations,
Eh consider, will open in an atmosphere more propitious, an d
erefore more hopeful, than any similar disarmament negotiations
dertaken in the past decade or more .

For example they will take place against the background
of important developments in the disarmament field at th e
ecent session.of the United Nations General Assembly . There
oth the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union advanced
omprehensive disarmament proposals, the latter's including fo r

.he first time an apparent willingness to accept the principle
f inspection and control . In addition a resolution wa s
4dopted unanimously which expressed the hope that measures leading
owards the goal of general and complete disarmament under '
ffective international control would be worked out in detail
4nd agreed upon in the shortest possible time . Finally, they
ill take place in the improved atmosphere which, for want of
better phrasej, is sometimes called the "Camp David spirit ."

It is perfectly clear from past experience that mutual
confidence is an essential prerequisite to successful disarmament
egotiations and i feel that the present mood in international
ffairs offers a quite unique 6pportunity to come to grips with
his problem .

ast-West Summit

The time at my disposal is too brief to go into other
spects of East-West negotiations, but I might add that Canada
lcomes the fact that there is to be not just one East-Wes t
ummit meeting but a series, to take place in succession in the
espective capitals of the participants . We have long favoured
series of summit meetings for a number of reasons : for
xample because complex questions of international security
ould patently not be settled in one brief meeting ; further,
ecause there is intrinsic value in keeping alive the discussions
etween the great powers ; and also because one all-or-nothing
mmit conference could easily raise false cxpectations in the
blic mind which would almost certainly be disappointed .
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Now 'l;hat Crvi .tc►.da ha .> au:c.cz) ted i,i1.iat mLt.:xlt be termed an
isory role oix one aspect of .:ttm ►uiL t,.il~.t--•d .i:ax•tnatitcrrt---the

~e ics of meetings now in prospect i n- . bound to impose a heavy
ponsibility but I atrt sure, all Canadians will approve, realizing

~ t on thè outcome of thetie discussions may hang the fate of th e
ilized world . These are the sort of stakes for which the

' lomatic ir;aute is being played today .

So much for Canada's part in the great international
tings--and now a few words about our traditional associations
h other international groups and with individual countries .

Role in the United Nations

t•lithoutatte mpting to arrange these in order of
ortance, I go on to our role in'the United Nations . Thi s

~ ture covers a wider canvas, for it embraces a valuable
ociation with 81 other member nations . This great world
ganization since its inception has received strong and

bzlsistent support from Canada . Certainly the United Nations
s1not unlimited in its effectiveness and its authority grow s
wly; but I remind you that these veA,y limitations arise
m the sovereign equality of the metnber states and from the

ê~sions which prevail in a world divided into ideologica l
ps .

Although it would be unrealistic to believe that th e
h 4ted Nations could achieve solutions of all current international
~r blems, it is equally true that, if the organization shoul d
o lapse, the world community would have no alternative but tôI
ct a new similar organization in its place . It symbolizes

xl gives prattical effect to mankind's desire for an ordered
~O ld and a betterment of 1nternational relations and human

fare generally . iJithout it there would be suspicion ,
o~tility and probably chaos . Canada values highly the obligation

opportunity which United Nations member states have t o
c sult together at regular intervals and to negotiate within

framework of a common objective--world peace .

Yndéedy it is in the United Nations that Canada enjoys
of its greatest opportunities to offer constructive leader-

P . P• I have been imPressed by the respect we enjoy in tha t
o um as a disinterested middle power . The reasons are not

ficult• to find ; no one fears us because we are without
e ritorial ambitions ; no one harbours resentment towards us
i ce we have never held sovereign control of an alien people-j-
0 one suspects us of coveting his national resources as we,

knotim to have plenty of our own . We have made many friend s
Y gaining a reputation for independent throught and objective
u gment on issues .that come before the United Nations .

At the recent nession of the General Assembly we trie dto Y hard to give constructive leadership . The Canadian initiative
P ch,attracted the most attention was our proposal, eventuall y
(o sponsored by ten other powers and unanimously endorsed by the
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sembly membership, to encourage the worl .d•-wide collection
d central collation of more accurate information o n

diation . We took this initiative in the knowledge that even
nations agree to stop testing nuclear wedpons, the problem
radiation will not vanish . It seems imperative that the
bstantial gaps which exist in our knowledge of this frightenin g

~Icnomenon should be filled, and that research into the bio-
1 giçal effects of radiation should be based upon the fullest

,' Ad most reliable information possible . I was greatly heartene d

* the enthusiasm with which the Canadian people greeted this
initiative and by the complete support it received in the United

Nâtions .

In other and perhaps less spectacular matters th e

C nadian Delegation was also active . During the previous year
bnada had been a member of the Outer Space Committee, and some
66ful work in the technical and legal spheres was accomplished .

11twever, the Soviet Union declined tb ppr.ticipate because of

t e make-up of the Committee . If the Committee was to succeed

,t~e Soviet Union must take part and accordingly some change in
the composition of the Committee was necessary . The Canadian
D)legation applied itself to this problem ando eventually à chang e

is agreed upon which satisfied the trest, .thê East, and the
committed countries--so there is now hope of worth-while

r sults being achieved and Canada is a member of the ne w
}c mmittee .

We also continued our humanitarian contributions to
t e several United Nations programmes for refugees and too k
lead, which we hope other nations will follow, in marking

Vorld Refugee Year with a special Canadian projedt for the admis-
sion to Canada of 100 tuberculous refugees and their families .

1olumbia t

this endeavour the Federal Government has had the welcome
s~zpport of most provinciâl governments, not including Britis h

Towards United Nations efforts at peace-keepitng an d
peace-supervision, Canada continues to make a contribution in
w~ich, I think, we all can take pride . Our support for the
ited Nations Emergency Force in the Middle East continue s

4 diminished and I believe it is true to say that we hav e
ontributed more manpower to various United Nations observation
oups--for examples in Palestine) Kashmir and Lebanon--than •

qny other single'nation . In consequence, we have developed
Canada a very large corps of both civil and military observers

ighly experienced in this specialized type of work . Although
e do not believe that a standing United Nations force in being
s a practicable possibility today, we do maintain in Canada
battalion earmarked for service with the United Nation s

.hould the necessity arise .
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Candda, of course, continues to play her full part in -
t ie Commonwealth of NA'Lions . It is an association for which

have a deep sentimental attachment reinforced by the,43
c niradeship and common sacrifices made in two -wrorld wars .
, for one, never for a moment discount the value, in international
affairs, of the very special fraternal quality that sets
,,,pmmonwealth relations apart from the relationships with
M oreign" countries, however close and friendly the ties with
y such .country may be .

I But, of course, there is far more to this unique
fraternity than more sentiment . The Commonwealth is an entirely
riew conception,embracing the belief that sovereignty, limited
bŸ a voluntary association with other sovereignties for the
preservation-of common values, is an acceptable and civilized
political order . It is, moreover, a dynamic conception, with
m3mbers being constantly admitted as they emerge from
colonial to independent status . In 1957 we welcomed into the
(~ommonwealth the Federation of Malaya . This year will se e

Shortly thereafter our island neighbours in the
aribbean--the West Indies Federation--will be joining th e
aub, and it has been one of Canadats policies to extend

geria take her place in our family of nations, and in a
eks Canada fewwill be opening a diplomatic post in the capital ,
gos .

lommonwealth offers a lesson for the world in that it point s

bstantial aid and assistance to his potential full Common-
ealth member .

The fact that these new nations are vo].iintarily
oining the Commonwealth graphically illustrates the kin d
f multi-racial community which is developing, bound together
y common ideals and institutions, and exercising a profound

Influence for good throughout thel-world . I believe the

the way towards the only tolerable solution of the basi c
~ilemma of our time--the problem of achieving order with
reedom .

There are lessons, too, for others in the way in
ich there is mutual assistance within the Commonwealth for
mproving the lot of the less-developed members . The greate r
art of Canadian assistance has been carried out under the
olombo Plan, to which we have last year raised our contribution
o $50 million . The full title of this plan is "The Colombo Pla n
or Co-operative Economic Development in South and Southeas t
sia ll., and the word "co-operative'l has been consistently stresse d
n the 10 years of the Plan's operation . t•Jorking together there
as been established a very fine relationship'among the member
ountries of the plan and the plan lives up to its title .
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Canada has found a large number of projects where
Canadians and Asians have worked harmoniously together, have
leurned from each other and together have ruade an effective
contribution to the development of a particular country .
Canadian experts sent out to Asia and the Asian student trainees
who have come to Canada in a two-way stream of traffic have
enriched and broadened our understanding of one another .

Relations with United State s

We also derive considerable strength and influence
in international affairs from our unique relationship with our
large and friendly neighbour to the south, the United States .
Both the Americans and ourselves tend to take for granted the
deep understanding and friendship which permeates the daily
relations of our two countries, but the fact is that there are
few neighbouring states in the world between which ordinary
day to day life is so intertwined .

Contacts at the citizen level are matched by a network
of inter-governmental arrangements . In the realm of defence ,
we have the Permanent Joint Board, established in 1940, and, of
course, NORAD, the jointly operated air defence command
responsible for the air defence of the continent as a whole .
For boundary questions, we have'the International Joint Commission
which, I believe, is an example to the world of how trans-
boundary resources can be dëalt with in a civilized and
equitable way, At the ministerial level there are two standing
committees, one on trade and economic matters and the other
on defence . About six- :weeks ago, my colleagues the Ministers
of Finance, Defence and Dèfence production and I attended a
meeting of the Canada-United States Defence Committee at
Camp David at which we not only discussed frankly problem s
of bilateral defence concern, but also exchanged views on the
broad range of international problems facing the world today .
The essence of these contacts is that views are freely expressed
by each side and'are listened to by the other side with
understanding and respect .

Now I am not going to pretend that we never hav e
any differences of opinion with out southern neighbours ; we do,
and these differences invariably get free play in the pres s
of both countries . It is inevitable that the impact of a
large population such as that of the United States on he r
much less populated neighbour is profound, and we cannot afford
to bercomplacent if we wish to preserve our separate identity
as a nation . It is the Government's policy to speak up
frankly when Canadian national interests are suffering as a
consequence of United States policies . I would stress the
word "frankly't but hasten to add that we get as good as we give .
This is the way friends face and overcome their differences--
and I am sure you would have it no other way .
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Canda and T.atj.n n mer :i.c Z

Finally, as we survey Can~.tda ls rQle in world affairs,
we should never neglect the cl.ose friencl :.hip we enjoy with
the other nations of the V-e st ern Iiemi sphere----the 20 Latin
American nations to our south . Liko ourselves, they are
detcrmined to be independent and i .to reach their own decisions
in international affairs . Several, like us, are middle powers,
and, like us, are exerting growin g influence in the councils of
the world . . I have found co-operation with Latin American
countries such as Mexico, Brazil and !!r£;entina--to name only
a few--both natural and useful in the United Nations, and I
look forward to an intensification of Canadian trade and
political relations with all Latin American states . I beliève
that many of you here today, with your far-reaching business
connections, have much to contribute towards this objective .

Now I come back to my text----that no nation faces a
greater challenge in world affairs than Canada--and that no
nation has a greater opportunity for leadership .

Perhaps Canada could play a decisive role in bringing
about world peace .

In any event let us go into this new decade with the
optimism and the courage and the strength of cha racter of our
forefathers . If we do, I believe that Canada will end the
de c ade as one of the leading nations of the world .

S/C


